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Background. Contaminated duodenoscopes used in endoscopic retrograde 
cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) have been implicated in carbapenem-resist-
ant Enterobacteriaceae infections. Multi-locus sequence typing (MLST) can identify 
outbreaks with rare pathogens, but it is unclear how well it can link transmission of 
common Enterobacteriaceae, e.g., ceftriaxone-resistant (CRO-R) Escherichia coli. 
Our Infection Control Unit (IC) was alerted to a suspicious number of CRO-R E. coli 
bloodstream infections in patients who had undergone ERCP in the Spring of 2014. 
IC investigated an association with duodenoscopes and made recommendations for 
surveillance and reprocessing in accordance with CDC guidelines.

Methods. We identified all blood cultures positive for CRO-R E.  coli collected 
January 2014–June 2015. A case was defined as the first CRO-R E. coli positive blood cul-
ture from a unique patient who had undergone ERCP within 90 days prior. Controls were 
CRO-R E. coli blood cultures from unique patients who did not undergo ERCP or did 
so after bacteremia. Duodenoscopes used for ERCP were abstracted from the medical 
record. We evaluated clonal relationships by MLST and single-nucleotide polymorphism 
(SNP) profiles. Resistance gene and mobilizing vector analysis provided strain resolution.

Results. We identified 52 blood cultures positive for CRO-R E.  coli during the 
study period. Twenty-eight met the case definition and 11 were controls. Thirty of the 
39 isolates belonged to MLST-131. Eleven of these isolates were from patients exposed 
to the same duodenosope within 90  days prior to bacteremia. CTXM-15 mediated 
CRO-R in 10 of the exposed cases. The odds ratio of bacteremia with E. coli MLST-131 
if exposed to this duodenoscope was 4.6 but was not statistically significant (95% CI 
0.5-42.1). Hamming distance SNP trees showed common ancestry but not clonality 
among the cases (separation <500 chromosomal SNPs, <1000 plasmid SNPs).

Conclusion. The implicated duodenoscope was removed from use despite ina-
bility to confirm clonality. The study was underpowered to demonstrate statistical sig-
nificance because our cases involved highly prevalent strains of CRO-R E. coli. While 
genomic analyses can identify epidemiologic associations, in outbreaks due to com-
mon pathogens a high level of suspicion should dictate intervention.
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Background. Duodenoscopy, done 700,000 times annually, is potentially life sav-
ing in biliary and pancreatic disease. ERCP is prone to device associated infections 
due to a complex elevator mechanism and slim margin of safety in scope reprocessing 
with a high microbial burden. Nosocomial infections are difficult to detect without a 
marker organism or antibiotic phenotype. A cluster of ESBL infections was detected by 
electronic surveillance in 2014 in a large 865 bed facility.

Methods. Utilizing electronic surveillance, a line listing of ESBLs from the prior 
year was made, and antibiotic phenotypes examined. After chart review, one phenotype 
Pattern A clustered with ERCP. Scopes were quarantined and cultured; isolates were 
sent out for pulsed-field gel electropheresis, and gene sequencing;patients and providers 
were notified; patients were offered rectal screening; additional scopes and new AERs 
purchased; double scope AER reprocessing with peracetic acid was centralized for five 
hospitals in the healthcare system; centralized weekly scope microbial sampling and 
monitoring after reprocessing was implemented 10/2015 using CDC guidance of March 
2015; and prospective electronic surveillance of ERCP procedures was begun.

Results. Twenty-two phenotypes of ESBLs were found. Scope, environmental, 
and AER cultures were negative. Pattern A organisms were clonal. 235 patients of 274 
exposed underwent screening with no additional pattern A  isolated. Prevalence of 
ESBL colonization in this exposed cohort in New England was 11%. Scope post-repro-
cessing sampling and cultures were positive in 2015 for low concern organisms 5% of 
cultures, and one positive culture for an organism of high concern. Currently culture 
positivity is 1.3%, with 0% organisms of high concern for 18 months. Contamination 
of the culture media did occur rarely initially, and was detected by controls. Prospective 
electronic surveillance has identified no additional clusters.

Conclusion. Electronic infection control surveillance will detect device associ-
ated infections, aid the investigation, and monitor procedures prospectively. The CDC 
guidance for weekly sampling and culturing after ERCP is easily implemented after an 
initial investment of training, additional scopes, and lab support; expected positivity 
will be < 2 %.
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Background. Mycobacterium chimaera (Mc), a member of the M. Aviumcomplex 
(MAC), can cause disease months or years after exposure. Mc infection clusters have 
been linked to contaminated heater-cooler devices (HCDs) used worldwide for tem-
perature control during cardiac surgery. Manifestations of Mc are nonspecific and 
growth by acid-fast bacilli (AFB) culture typically requires weeks, delaying confirmed 
diagnosis and possibly contributing to a high case fatality rate (CFR). We compared 
a novel plasma-based next-generation sequencing (NGS) assay with AFB culture for 
detection of Mc infection.

Methods. Mc cases were identified from February–April 2017 among patients 
with history of cardiac surgery performed at a Southern California hospital with 
known Mc exposure risk. A confirmed case was Mc infection identified by AFB cul-
ture; a probable case was MAC identified by AFB culture. AFB cultures from blood 
and biopsy samples were performed at the hospital laboratory. NGS assays on plasma 
were performed at an outside reference laboratory using an assay developed to detect 
cell-free pathogen DNA. Human DNA sequences were removed and pathogen reads 
were aligned against a reference-sequence database with a reportable range of >1,250 
bacteria, fungi, protozoa, and viruses. Organisms present at a significance level above a 
predefined threshold were reported.

Results. Seven cases (6 confirmed and 1 probable) were identified. Six cases had 
invasive disease; 1 had localized wound infection. AFB cultures were positive in a 
median of 20 days (range: 6–43 days); whereas speciation to Mc required a median of 
41 days (range: 23–92 days) from specimen collection. NGS detected Mc in 5 of 6 cases 
(83%) with invasive disease in a median of 5 days (range: 2–6 days), and was negative 
in the single patient with localized infection.

Conclusion. This is the first reported detection of Mc by using a plasma-based 
NGS assay, which identified Mc approximately 15 days sooner than AFB culture posi-
tivity and 36 days sooner than speciation from AFB culture. Given widespread expos-
ure to contaminated HCDs and the high CFR after infection, an urgent need exists for 
rapid, sensitive, noninvasive assays to detect Mc. This NGS assay is a promising rapid 
diagnostic test for Mc and deserves further investigation.
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Background. Pseudomonas aeruginosa outbreaks have been associated with hos-
pital water systems and endoscopic equipment. Twelve post-Coronary Artery Bypass 
Graft (CABG) patients were infected with a clonal strain of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 
from October 2016 to February 2017. We describe the outbreak, and our investigation 
into the outbreak.

Methods. Multiple series of environmental sampling, solution and water system sam-
pling were conducted during the outbreak. Samples were also taken from all equipment 
used in the CABG procedures. Samples were cultured by routine methods. Any growth of 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa isolated from these samples were compared with cultures from 
the patients for clonal relationship by using Pulse-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE).

Results. Pseudomonas aeruginosa was isolated from four environment and equip-
ment samples. Two were from the waste-traps of two separate sinks in the Cardiac 
Intensive Care Unit, one from a suction bottle in the operating theatre, and one from the 
conical tips used for Endoscopic Vein Harvesting (EVH). A clonal relationship of 100% 
similarity was found by PFGE between 12 patients and the conical tips used for EVH.

Conclusion. Pseudomonas aeruginosa outbreaks can occur due to contaminated 
endoscopic vein harvesting equipment used in CABG due to poor sterilization meth-
ods and non-compliance to manufacturers recommendations.
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Background. Acinetobacter baumannii is often endemic in several ICUs world-
wide. Once it is established, it is difficult to eradicate. This study was undertaken to 


